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Pherekydes’ Daktyloi
Ritual, technology, and the Presocratic perspective
Sandra Blakely
 
Introduction: Classics and the Evolutionary paradigm
1 Western culture is traditionally ill equipped to understand the intersection of ritual and
technology. Pfaffenberger, Killick, and Lansing have observed the causes, and what is lost
by failing to shake these off.1 Because these activities occupy different categories in the
industrialized world, attempts to interpret their coincidence in other cultures lean to the
dismissive.  They  are  regarded  as  a  reflection  of  the  earliest  stages  of  invention,
compensatory appeals  to  the divine that  reflect  incomplete  mastery of  technological
processes. The combination is often called magic by both practitioners and academics.
Magic  has  been  traditionally  synonymous  with  primitivism;  an  evolutionary  model
suggests that such superstitions evaporate as technology is mastered, and linger only in
folk tales and half-remembered superstitions.2 The cost of this paradigm is substantial.
Emphasizing the movement into subsequent intellectual paradigms, it reduces attention
to symbols in context. Overlooking the complexity of ritual actions, it reduces them to
mnemonic devices and apotropaia. And assuming that crafting gods are worshipped by
crafters, it obscures the role of the technological sema in a culture’s self-identification.
The  intersection  of  the  supernatural  and  the  pragmatic  articulates  the  relationship
between cosmology, economy, environment, and history. Its relevance reaches beyond
the  craft’s  practitioners;  it  is  to  be  investigated less  as  a  professional  secret  than a
culturally embedded system.
2 The Idaian Daktyloi, in Greek tradition, have exemplified these tendencies. Inventors of
iron and also magicians, they hover in fragmentarily preserved texts at the moment of
first  invention  but  never  translate  into  the  literary  canon  or  civic  cult.3 The  non-
canonical  record  is  characteristically  interpreted  as  a  signal  of  minor  cultural
significance, reinforced by their identification as daimones and thus categorized with folk
tradition and minor gods.4 Their mythological association with the first emergence of
iron has been taken literally, so that they seemed primitive in both chronological and
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evolutionary  terms.  They  appear  in  scholarship  as  archaic  daimones  and  magician-
smiths, compared to the dwarves of European folk tradition or the Siberian shamans who
encountered demonic ironsmiths in the course of their initiations.5 These studies are
informed by the anthropology of their time, which was evolutionary and primitivistic.
The same perspective informed classical studies in their regard for Presocratic thought.
Operating under the spell  of Aristotle,  these regarded the Presocratic combination of
science and magic as inelegant fumbling toward scientific procedures.6 Their taxonomies
were more aesthetic than accurate; their blend of myth and rationality was a mark of
primitivism, and an index of their inefficiency as tools for thinking. 
3 Burkert, Lloyd, Kingsley, Dickie and others have helped revolutionize this estimation of
the sixth-century sages, exploring the cultural potency of the goes who was the master of
science as well as magic, and the intersection of these endeavors in the ancient Greek
context.7 The Daktyloi’s blend of goeteia and the apparent banalities of mining and metal
production,  however,  remains  trapped  in  a  developmental  perspective.  Little  in
scholarship  has  moved  beyond  the  primitivism  and  evolutionism  that  informed
Delcourt’s study of Hephaistos as a magician, in which she argued that magic evaporated
as technology was mastered. This is despite notable advances in the study of ancient
magic which counter its relegation to the earliest stages of Greek culture, or the lowest
strata  of  ancient  society.  This  may reflect  the Athenocentrism of  text  based studies,
extrapolating a  general  anti-banausic  sentiment from Hephaistos’  deformity.  Hesiod’s
dim view of iron’s arrival has characteristically been invoked as an explanation for the
poorly preserved and negatively perceived daimones who invented it.8 Both of  these
perceptions betray a reliance on canon rather than context,  and on a developmental
trajectory  of  the  type  over  time,  rather  than  on  the  connections  within  the  Idaian
Daktyloi as a mythological type. 
4 The daimones in question have testimonia that stretch over 1300 years of Greek history,
in  thirty  one  thinly  scattered  citations.  A  single  paradigm  of  meaning  for  their
intersection of  magic  and technology  is  unlikely,  particularly  one  that  relies  on the
survival  of  suspicious  reactions  to  new  technologies.9 A  more  nuanced  set  of
interpretations can be established using three principles from recent anthropologies of
technology. The first is that narratives of invention reflect historical memory less than
they do current realities.10 This offers a more contextualized approach to the evidence for
the daimones, one that balances their identification as archaic with the much later dates
of most of their evidence. A second principle is that technological sema derive their mean ‐
ing not simply from the technologies to which they refer, but from the integration of that
sign into the cultural fabric.11 The latter includes cosmology, economy, ecology, ritual and
theology. An analysis focused on the concerns of workers alone overlooks the goal of
integration that the technological sema enables, and the wide range of meanings that may
emerge. This has, however, been the typical approach to the question of the Daktyloi,
who have since the 18th century been interpreted largely in terms of their reference to
the historical  reality of ironworkers.  The range of texts in which the Idaian Daktyloi
appear is broad and varied, including epic, comedy, hymns and proverbs. These were
neither  created  nor  heeded  exclusively  by  artisans,  and  the  variation  in  genre  and
audience encourages consideration of a broad range of meanings. This points to the third
essential anthropological principle: attention to the ethnographic informant. Different
informants even within a single geographical area and time frame offer varying reasons
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for the same phenomenon. We should expect no less from the literary fragments from
antiquity.
5 These principles may be applied with good effect to one of the earliest pieces of evidence
for the Idaian Daktyloi. This is a fragmentum incertum which Jacoby assigned, with some
hesitation, to the Athenian Pherekydes. The context of the fragment suggests the magical
powers claimed by Presocratic sages;  the content of  the fragment suggests a striving
toward the table of opposites attributed to the Pythagoreans and their predecessors. I
begin with an introduction to the fragment, its attribution, and its context as a scholiast’s
commen tary to Apollonios of Rhodes’ Argonautica. These suggest that the Daktyloi were
more a model  for Presocratic thinkers than for smiths.  Consideration of  the possible
authorship by Pherekydes of  Syros,  rather  than the Athenian Pherekydes,  invites  an
exploration  of  the  Presocratic  uses  of  these  daimones  as  image  and  myth  in  ritual
context. While previous models for the daimones’ goeteia focused on telluric iron and the
mysteries of its production, thinkers employing a Pythagorean tradition found more use
for celestial metal,  which informs their observations on the Ephesian Letters and the
mysteries of Cretan Zeus. Examination of these rituals, proper to the goetes, demonstrates
their  integration into a  wide range of  historical,  ritual  and mythological  types.  This
suggests a greater relevance for these fragmentarily preserved daimones than can be
apprehended by focusing on smithing alone. 
 
Attribution
Pherekydes von Athen FGrH 3 F 47 Jacoby
Δάκτυλοι ᾿Ιδαῖοι· ἓξ καὶ πέντε φασὶν εἶναι, δεξιοὺς μὲν τοὺς ἄρσενας, ἀριστεροὺς
δὲ τὰς θηλείας. Φερεκύδης δὲ τοὺς μὲν δεξιοὺς εἴκοσι λέγει, τοὺς δὲ εὐωνύμους
τριάκοντα δύο. γόητες δὲ ἦσαν, καὶ φαρμακεῖς, καὶ δημιουργοὶ σιδήρου λέγονται
πρῶτοι καὶ μεταλλεῖς γενέσθαι. ὠνομάσθησαν δὲ ἀπὸ τῆς μητρὸς ῎Ιδης, ἀριστεροὶ
μὲν, ὥς φησι Φερεκύδης, οἱ γόητες αὐτῶν, οἱ δὲ ἀναλύοντες, δεξιοί.
Idaian Daktyloi: They say they are six and five, the right being male, the left being
female.  Pherekydes says the right are twenty,  and the left thirty two.  They are
magicians and poisoners, and they are said to be the first skilled workmen in iron
and to be miners. They are named for mother Ida, the left of them, as Pherekydes
says, are magicians, and those loosening spells the right.12
6 This fragment of  Pherekydes was preserved in the scholiast to Apollonios of  Rhodes’
Argonautica. This  scholiast  is  one of  the richest  sources of  information on the Idaian
Daktyloi.  In addition to this fragment of Pherekydes, he recorded the observations of
Stesimbrotos, Sophokles, Hellanikos, Mnaseas, and the author of the Phoronis, as well as
the  opinions  of  Maiandros  the  Milesian,  Kallistratos,  Promethidas  and  Theophanes
regarding the Idaian Daktyloi called Titias and Kyllenos. Which Pherekydes was meant is
not certain: no less than five are known, including a Lyrian, an Athenian author of a work
on autochthones, an astrologer, and those to whom the bulk of the testimonia belong.
These are the Athenian, Pherekydes Historicus, and Pherekydes of Syros, known as the
first prose writer of Greece.13
7 Jacoby assigned this passage to the Athenian, arguing that he is most often cited by the
Argonautica’s scholiast, and that he tends to provide details in support of heroic myth;
Schibli and West agree. Bulloch takes the opposite approach, asserting that the Syrian
Pherekydes was a frequent source for the scholiast, and generally well informed about
matters relevant to the Argonautica.14 Jacoby himself was uncertain, observing that the
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fragment does not fit into the human, heroic pedigrees that were the Athenian’s concern,
any  more  than do  the  other  fragments  concerning  similar  deities  such as  Kyklopes,
Kabeiroi, and Hekate. Wilamowitz suggested that the level of mythological erudition in
the excerpt seems more appropriate to Apollodoros.15 Neither geographical references,
nor a recognizable historical event, suggest a firmer attribution. 
8 Resonances  with  Presocratic  thought  recommend  consideration  of  the  Syrian
Pherekydes, whom tradition identified as the teacher of Pythagoras. The tradition has
limited value as historical fact, but indexes the general perception of similarities between
the two men, their teachings and their work.16 Diels used thematic parallels of this nature
to assign a fragment to Pherekydes of Syros rather than the Athenian.17 It is an imagistic
parallel  that  recommends  reconsideration  in  the  case  of  this  fragment  –  a  unique
employment of the imagery of the hand. The “finger” name of the Daktyloi encouraged
folk etymologies, puns and allegorical speculation in the ancient world, comparing them
to mountain foothills, craftsmen’s hands, Rhea’s handprint or the fingers of Zeus’ nurses.
18 This fragment represents the only attempt to elaborate distinctions between right and
left Daktyloi,  aligning the orientations with the opposition between male and female,
binding and loosening, and asymmetrical numbers that violate the symmetry implied in
the body imagery. Aristotle was the first to formalize these into a table, and attributed it
to the Pythagoreans.19 This sustoichia consisted of a left column including odd, one, right,
male, and good, and a right column of even, plurality, left, female, and bad. Attention to
paired opposites was widely recognized for its rhetorical effectiveness, and an extremely
old device;  the Pythagoreans were unique in considering it  an accurate reflection of
cosmic order.20 Lloyd notes that the ideas in the table appear in Pythagorean akousmata,
in  the  writings  of  later  Platonists,  and  in  pseudo-Pythagorean  works.21 While  their
presence  alone  is  not  enough to  affirm a  specific  authorship,  their  association  with
Presocratic thought recommends Pherekydes of Syros above his Athenian counterpart. 
9 The texts conventionally assigned to the Syrian show little resonance with this fragmenta
incerta,  or  with scientific  schemes of  order.  They offer  a  mythological  cosmogony in
which Chronos, Chthonie and Zas are primary elements, the sperm of Chronos yields the
generation of gods, and a divine marriage, a cosmic robe, a battle against a serpent, and a
division of honors complete the narrative.22 It is not this text, but the authorial tradition,
that most suggests an interest in the physical world, the scientific spirit, and the Ionian
rationalism which Jacoby considers the greatest distinction between the Syrian and the
Athenian  Pherekydes.23 Aristotle  noted  that  the  Syrian  Pherekydes  did  not  write
“completely mythologically;” Diogenes Laertius cites Theopompos that he was the first to
write about nature and gods; Cicero referred to him as a natural philosopher, physicus;
Flavius Josephus placed him among the Greeks who first philosophized about matters
celestial and divine, in the company of Pythagoras and Thales, with whom he undertook
Egyptian and Chaldean studies.24 The lateness of these testimonia should not encourage
their dismissal: Graf, Dickie, Thom and Kingsley caution against too firm an insistence on
the  dating  of  Pythagorean  tradition,  and  note  that  relatively  late  material  is  often
considered to be based on much earlier traditions.25An argumentum ex silencio based on the
extant fragments would reduce the complexity of the authorial type whose use of both
mythic  traditions  and  scientific  thought  was  well  established  by  the  time  of  the
Argonautica’s scholiast. The goeteia of this fragment has little resonance with the work of
Athenian Pherekydes, but suits both the authorial type and the cosmological concerns of
Pherekydes of Syros. Thepassage that prompted the fragment’s preservation, moreover,
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offers light on the ritual powers encompassed by the Daktyloi’s goeteia, and associated as
well with Presocratic sages. 
 
Daktyloi and goeteia
10 Pherekydes’ fragment was preserved in response to the Argonauts’ execution of a ritual
that controls the weather, soothes the dead, and evokes terrestrial fecundity. All of these
fall within the range of powers appropriate for the goes. The Argonauts have accidentally
killed their host Kyzikos, a situation demanding the goes’ abilities to soothe the dead. The
centrality of this power to their character may be noted in the popular etymology of their
title from goos, the lament for the dead.26 Great storms arise that hinder the Argonauts’
voyage.  Power  over  the  weather  is  another  important  aspect  of  the  goes’  power:
Empedocles offers a detailed description of how he used his knowledge to calm the storms
and so save the crops, using bags made of asses’ hides to hold the wind.27 Similar powers
were attributed to Demokritos and to Plato, who were considered to have learned the
skills of the Persian Magi and Chaldaians. The Telchines’ weather powers were likened to
these  Persian  prototypes,  of  whom Diodorus  Siculus  reports  that  they  could  stir  up
clouds, rain, hail and even snow.28 The Argonauts’ predicament is answered by a dream
that  comes  to  Mopsos  the  seer,  which  explains  the  proper  ritual  response  to  their
situation. He directs the men to climb Mount Dindymum to the temple of the mother.
They cut down a “sturdy stump of vine” and smooth it, creating a sacred image of the
xoanon type.29 They build an altar and put oak crowns on their heads. Jason performs a
sacrifice to the mother and to the Idaian Daktyloi  named Titias and Kyllenos,  whom
Apollonios identifies as dispensers of  doom, attendants on the Idaian mother,  Cretan
Daktyloi born of the nymph Anchiale in the Diktaian cave. As Jason sacrifices, the men,
led by Orpheus, execute an armed dance, clashing swords on shields to hide the sounds of
mourning for the slain king. 
11 The results of the dance exceed the need to calm the storm. The goddess makes the trees
bear fruit, the earth put forth flowers, a stream of water burst forth from Dindymum, and
wild beasts, suddenly tamed and wagging their tails, approach the men. Control over the
earth’s fecundity is a natural concomitant of weather magic, which was as often exercised
to ensure the success of crops as to protect travelers at sea.30 The Argonauts thus achieve
the  goals  for  which goetes are  usually  summoned.  The  scholiast  seems concerned to
demonstrate the appropriateness of the Daktyloi in this context. He offers two passages
affirm ing the Daktyl’s identification as goetes, the Pherekydes cited above as well as five
lines  of  the  Argive  epic,  the  Phoronis.  The  Phoronis describes  the  Daktyloi  as  goetes,
mountain-dwelling  men  of  Phrygia,  ingenious  attendants  on  the  mountain  mother
Adrasteia, who discover the works of Hephaistos. They work iron described in Homeric
terms, shining and violet-colored, and are named Kelmis,  Damnameneus, and Akmon.
Both the Phoronis and Pherekydes affirm that the Argonaut’s invocation of the Cretan
Daktyloi ensures the presence of the goetes whose ritual powers the group successfully
exercises.  The iron that the Phoronis and Pherekydes also mention,  however,  has no
counterpart in the Argonauts’ performance, and its logic must be sought elsewhere. 
12 Kelmis, one of the brothers introduced in the Phoronis, is the protagonist in a story that
has long been considered the heart of metallurgical mysteries. A familiar proverb, κέλμις
ἐν σιδήρῳ,was used to compare difficult personalities to iron; Zenobius, Sophokles, and
the scholiast to Nikander’s Theriaka offer the outlines of the story behind it.31 Kelmis
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offended  the  Great  Mother  in  some  unspecified  way.  As  punishment,  his  brothers
confined him deep beneath  Mount  Ida,  where  he  metamorphized  into  the  iron that
embodied his unyielding personality. Rossignol, writing in 1863, saw in this account the
traces of metallurgically focused mysteries.32 He observed the parallel between this story
and Clement of Alexandria’s claim that the heart of the Samothracian mysteries was a
tale of two brothers who murdered a third, buried him, and then celebrated their crime.
Clement identified the divine brothers  as  Kabeiroi,  Kouretes  or  Korybantes;  Ephoros,
however, identified the Daktyloi with the Samothracian mysteries, and they were often
equated to Kouretes.33 Rossignol suggested that Clement’s account was simply his version
of Kelmis’ metamorphosis.  Clement’s polemical goals precluded recognizing a role for
iron’s invention in the mysteries, as this would associate the rites with a positive cultural
advancement. In Stromateis (I, 16, 132), for example, Clement was eager to demonstrate
that the Daktyloi who invented iron were Cypriote rather than Greek, in order to prevent
the Greeks from taking pride in their achievement. Rossignol proposed, however, that the
mysteries indeed celebrated the invention of iron, as the Eleusinian mysteries celebrated
the origins of agriculture – and the Daktyloi, as smiths and goetes, were its priests. The
two greatest mysteries of the ancient world thus memorialized the cultural evolution of
human society.
13 A model of technological mysteries appealed to the age in which this hypothesis emerged.
It drew on the evolutionary anthropological models that came from colonial encounters
with primitive people, whose lack of metallurgy made them, in the eyes of their European
investigators, modern analogs of prehistoric man. The model responded as well to the
industrial revolution that had inspired a resurgence of scholarly interest in the guilds of
medieval  Europe,  and  the  traditional  beliefs  of  miners.34 These  medieval  rites  and
European tradi tions  became the  de  facto model  for  the  daimones  and the  mysteries,
although the comparison was not made explicit, nor the differences between them ex ‐
plored. Roussel, in 1905, placed Rossignol’s observations in an Indo-European context,
citing a range of myths in which metals are generated from the body of a slain god.
Gernet, in 1932, tied the origin of the rites to professional groups of itinerant smiths, for
whom the island was a place of gathering and initiation into the secrets of their craft in
the earliest phases of the iron age.35
 
Metals and ritual power: a Pythagorean perspective 
14 The context of this Pherekydes citation suggests an alternative route to the combination
of goeteia and metal, specific to the type of the Presocratic philosopher whose powers are
evoked in the Argonaut’s performance, and whose preference for pattern structures the
fragment. Kingsley and others have noted that the goes’ ritual powers derive from his
understanding  of  cosmic  structures.36 While  Kelmis  embodies  telluric  iron,  his  two
brothers, Akmon and Damnameneus, refer more naturally to iron in the sky. Akmon, or
“anvil,” was also the name of Ouranos or Ouranos’ father.37 Greek and Biblical authors
from the 8th to the 5th centuries B.C.E. describe the sky in metallic terms, made either of
iron or bronze.38 Hesiod describes the distance between heaven and earth in terms of the
time it  would take an anvil  to fall  from one to the other (Theogony,  722-724);  Homer
recounts how Zeus hung Hera in the aether by fastening anvils to her ankles (Il.  XV,
18-21). Eustathios refers to these bonds as mudroi, glowing masses of metal, and notes that
Zeus cast them down to Troy after Hera’s release. The image suggests a meteor’s fall, and
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can be seen as well in the name ‘Mudros’ for the bay of Lemnos where Hephaistos landed
after his expulsion from heaven.39 Damnameneus offers similar combinations of smithing
imagery and celestial locations. He is the only Daktyl whose personal name appears in the
Papyri Graecae Magicae, where several citations identify him with Helios.40His connection
with iron is less direct than either of his brothers; scholarly arguments have sought an
etymological connection between his name and ‘hammer’, δαμάζω, to suggest the action
at the anvil.41 Of the three brothers, he shares more of Akmon’s celestial location than
Kelmis’ metallic imagery. 
15 The Pythagorean akousmata reflect a sensitivity to this combination of celestial location
and metallic meanings, and connect it with the music that is the daimones’ most famous
characteristic.  The Argonaut’s dance in arms in attendance on the mother is a direct
reflection of the armed dance that Strabo identifies as the essence of the Idaian Daktyloi,
and the basis for their equation to the Kouretes, Korybantes, Kabeiroi and Telchines (X, 3,
22).The aitia for the performance is the birth of Zeus on Crete, where fully grown, armed
warriors sprang from the ground to protect the newborn by dancing about him, clashing
their bronze swords and shields together. Of these daimonic attendants, it is the Daktyloi
who set the rhythms of the dance in order, and gave it a name. They also invented epoidai,
magical songs of supernatural effectiveness.42 Burkert has noted that the Daktyloi are the
natural mythological expression of the Pythagorean perspective on magical songs, which
triangulate between metal, daimones, and the pattern of the celestial spheres.43 These
perspectives are transmitted in the akousmata, gnomic sayings that were both vehicles of
instruction and enigmatic tokens. Many of them consist of a question and answer, and the
term akousmata may be translated as “oral instructions.” Thom notes that they were also,
however, known as symbola or secret codes, and their secrecy inspired exegeses in the
form of commentaries by Anaximander of Miletos, Philochorus and Androkydes.44 They
exemplify  the  combination  of  secrecy  and  communication  that  characterizes  the
mysteries, whose vocabulary in turn is used to describe philosophical education.45
16 Akousmata are either definitional or prescriptive in form; the definitional akousmata are
the minority of the extant corpus, and offer a quasi-scientific world view.46 It is among
these that the observations on the relationship between daimones, music, metal and the
celestial regions are found. One akousma states that the ring of bronze when it is struck is
the voice of a daimon entrapped in it.47 Burkert compares this with the tradition that
Pythagoras discovered the harmonics of the cosmos when he was passing by a smithy,
and realized that the sounds of the hammers’ blows reproduced the musical ratios of the
fourth,  fifth,  and  octave,  e.g.  4:3,  3:2,  and  2:1.48 Pythagoras  then  hung  weights
corresponding to these hammers from long strings and found that  when he plucked
them, the same intervals were produced. These celestial harmonies inspired Pythagoras’
statement that the nine Muses were the sounds made by the seven planets, the sphere of
the fixed stars, and the antichthon or counter-earth. Pythagoras was able to hear these
harmonies because of the purity of his soul; he used them for the benefit of his friends,
whom he calmed and purified by means of the songs.49 Iamblichus notes that Pythagoras
restricted the term “music” to only these songs that purify, and speculates that the word
epode or enchantment referred originally to this use (VP, 25). The catharsis this music
provided was a key step in the process of philosophical instruction, and offers a direct
path between daimones in metal, music, and the celestial spheres.50
17 The  mechanisms  of  these  epoidai are  echoed  in  the  Pythagorean  perspective  on  the
Ephesian letters, preserved in Clement of Alexandria’s brief citation of Androkydes the
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Pythagorean. Androkydes was one of several authors who wrote texts on the akousmata;
he represents the only extant Greek discussion of the meaning and origin, rather than
simply  the  effectiveness,  of  these  magical  formulae.  Ephesian letters  were  strings  of
names recited in time of need or engraved in amulets. They could ensure success or ward
off  danger;  spoken  aloud,  they  could  protect  a  newly  married  couple;  inscribed  as
amulets, they granted success to athletes. They were among the most common of the
ancient magical formulae, and immensely popular.51 Appearing as early as the 5th century
B.C.E., they represent the earliest manifestations of mystical terms, voces mysticae, which
become widespread from the 1st century C.E.  onwards. 52 They represent one of many
technologies of secrecy which fill the Papyri Graecae Magicae; others include lists of vowels,
nonsense or foreign words, and unidentified symbols. Androkydes identifies the letters as
Askion,  Kataskion,  Lix,  Tetrax,  Damnameneus,  and  Aisia,  and  their  meanings,
respectively, as darkness, light, the earth, the year, the sun, and the voice of truth. He
concludes that the symbols thus show ‘how divine things are ordered, the shadow to the
light, and the sun to the year, and the earth to all forms of nature.”53
18 Androkydes’  list  concurs  with the Ephesian Letters  as  they appear in Hesychius,  the
Papyri  Graecae  Magicae,  and  magical  tablets.54 Damnameneus’  name  provides  a  direct
connection to the Idaian Daktyloi, and Clement observes that the Daktyloi invented both
these formulae and musical rhythms, an observation for which Androkydes seems a likely
source (Strom. I, 15, 132). Plutarch affirms the association of the Daktyloi with celestial
phenomena and magical power, noting that the Idaian Daktyloi and the Korybantes are
daimones who live in the moon, and that superstitious people would recite their names as
an aid in times of  trouble  (De facie  in  orbe  lunae,  30;  De profectibus  in  virtute,15).  The
combination of secret names and cosmic and celestial bodies corresponds to the use in
the  magical  papyri  of  charakteres,  visual  symbols,  and  vowel  sequences,  as  codified
references to planetary phenomena, angels and sounds.55 Androkydes’ observations are
thus consistent  with magical  practices  that  used code names to elevate secrecy,  and
appealed  to  celestial  phenomena.  His  statement  provides  an  earlier  date  for  these
practices than the bulk of  the testimonia,  affirming the observations of  Faraone and
others that Hellenistic magical materials often reflect much older practices. 
 
Daktyloi in the cave of Zeus: Pythagoras’ initiation
19 Porphyry’s account of Pythagoras’ initiation into the mysteries of Cretan Zeus offers a
Neopythagorean  perspective  on  the  Daktyloi’s  goeteia.  The  mystery  initiations  of  6th
century B.C.E. sages was a familiar Hellenistic trope; Iamblichus and Diogenes Laertius
affirm  Pythagoras’  initiation,  and  many  authors  report  his  journey  to  the  island.56
Porphyry alone includes a Daktyl and a keraunia lithos. His interest in caves as cult sites,
reflected in his study on the cave of the nymphs, was greater than that of Pythagoras’
other  biographers.  His  description  is  consistent  with  Daktylic  type,  Cretan  cult,  and
regional  history,  and  suggests  resonances  with  Androkydes’  observations  of  seven
centuries  earlier.  Both  Porphyry  and  Androkydes  demonstrate  that  the  Pythagorean
perspective on the Daktyloi, while unique in its expression, reflects neither their own
invention, nor the rituals of long-missing smiths. The consistency with cultural norms
indexes the saturation of  this  type into its  cultural  setting,  and the inadvisability of
reading it as a separate entity. 
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20 Porphyry writes that Pythagoras, enroute to Italy, was initiated into the mysteries of Zeus
at the Idaian Cave on Crete. He descended into Zeus’ cave, where a mystagogue named
Morgos, one of the Idaian Daktyloi, purified him with the help of a keraunia lithos.  At
daybreak, Morgos instructed his initiate to stretch out on the ground, face down, by the
sea; at night, he crowned him with the wool of a black sheep on the banks of a river.
Pythagoras spent thrice nine days underground in the cave of Ida, covered with black
wool.  While there he offered a funerary sacrifice for Zeus;  he saw the throne that is
decorated for Zeus every year, and wrote on the tomb an epigram, ‘Pythagoras to Zeus’,
which begins: Zas lies here dead, whom they call Zeus (VP, 17). 
21 The account conforms with Cretan traditions and Hellenistic interests. The Zeus capable
of birth and death is a well known Cretan tradition; katabaseis were an especially popular
element in mysteries of the Hellenistic period;  and the face-down position,  the black
wool,  the descent into the cave,  and the number imagery are consistent with rituals
focused on death and rebirth.57 Morgos’ name is otherwise unconnected with the Idaian
Daktyloi, but Faure notes that the elements of his name appear in southern Italian place
names, making him an appropriate figure for Pythagoras to encounter on his way to Italy.
58 Diogenes Laertius suggests that Pythagoras and Epimenides descended into the cave
together,  connecting  Pythagoras’  initiation  with  the  more  abundant  evidence  for
Epimenides’ mystic experiences in Zeus’ cave.59 In identifying the mystagogue as a Daktyl,
however,  Porphyry makes a significant departure from tradition. The majority of the
ancient  sources  for  Zeus’  birth,  and  the  Cretan  rites  that  celebrate  it,  describe  his
attendants  as  Kouretes  rather  than Daktyloi.60 Porphyry does  so  himself,  in  De  antro
nympharum,  and Iamblichus described Pythagoras acting,  after his initiation, in terms
appropriate for the prophetic Kouretes.61 The Daktyloi are associated with the rites either
through their assimilation to Kouretes, their kinship with local divinities or Zeus’ nurses,
or through folk etymologies that derive their name from the handprint of Rhea as she
gave birth,  or the dust as it  flowed through her attendant’s fingers.62 Their adjective
“Idaian” could refer either to Cretan or Phrygian Mount Ida; Zeus’ birth is more generally
located in Crete, but the mother on whom the daimones attend is deeply rooted in Asiatic
traditions. A katabasis ritual of the 3rd to 4th centuries C.E. may refer to the cave of the
Daktyloi; Jordan, however, has noted that ‘of the Daktyloi’ is a marginal note, and likely to
indicate simply the rhythm in which the charm was to be per formed.63
22 Porphyry’s Daktyl is thus a matter of choice rather than convention. Marinatos, Faure,
Hiller and Hurst have sought the reason for this choice in a literal connection between
the daimones of the cave and the metallurgical history of Crete, appealing to Cypriote
sites for comparanda.64 In Late Bronze Age Kition, metals were manufactured in the open
courtyard of the temple; a god mounted on an ingot-shaped stand, found at Enkomi, has
been cited as corroboration; other sites combining metal production and sacred activities
include Athienou, Kalopsidha, and Tamassos.65 Marinatos suggests the Cretan data reflect
the  existence  of  a  class  of  smith-shamans;  Hiller  and  Hurst,  that  they  suggest
metallurgical production carried out under the guidance of Zeus’ priests as part of an
initiation ritual.  Faure suggests that the importance of metals in the Cretan economy
would  lead  naturally  to  their  incorporation  into  the  island’s  mysteries;  this  is  an
elaboration of observations first published by Engels in 1841, that myths about daimones
who make metal, e.g. Daktyloi, Telchines and Kabeiroi, place them in regions that were
historically rich in ores. Morris has expressed caution about sacred smiths, but has noted
the role of Phoenician contact in shaping these coincidences; the Kabeiroi appear often at
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sites  located on the  metals  trading route,  visited by  Phoenicians.66 The  etymological
derivation of their name from Semitic kbr, first proposed by Scaliger in the 15th century,
supports a model of myth, ritual and trade moving in Phoenician ships, whose metal-
hungry skippers favored the richest metallurgical sites.67
23 These  all  attempt  to  link  a  metallurgical  reality  with  metallurgical  gods,  building
implicitly  on models  of  ritual  and economy first  developed by  Robertson Smith and
Durkheim. These have not lacked ethnographic substantiation, which have demonstrated
the variety of forms the relationship may take, responding to differences in social and
political  structure,  economic  complexity,  local  tradition  and  cultural  norms.  These
recommend close consideration of the context of examples, and a use of the models as
heuristic tools rather than prescriptive definitions. Marinatos’ proposal rests on a view of
myth as prehistory, and the shaman’s magic as a lack of technological understanding.
pace the fantasy of Hephaistos’ education in Thetis’ grottoes, caves are poor locations for
metal production, as the lack of ventilation could be inconvenient if not fatal; the absence
of tools,  manufacturing debris,  partially or imperfectly cast  materials from the caves
further  advise  against  it.  Cyprus,  in  addition,  had  a  uniquely  dominant  role  for
metallurgical production in the economic structure. Knapp has argued that the Cypriote
materials represent elite attempts to control this economically central industry through
manipulation of sacred symbols.68 Such ritual expressions are effective precisely for their
high visibility. The long pilgrimage to the cave, and the secrecy or at least discretion that
is part of the initiatory and katabasis rituals, suggest that if these Idaian Daktyloi were
relevant to the local metal industry, they served a ritual purpose substantially different
from Cypriote examples.
 
Stones from heaven and rituals for Zeus 
24 Porphyry’s second hapax, the keraunia lithos, offers a route of investigation specific to the
Pythagorean perspective on the role of the Daktyloi in Zeus’ rites. Pliny defined Daktyloi
as gray, thumb-shaped Cretan stones (HN XXXVII, 170); Faure suggests that the keraunia
lithos of  this  passage  could  be  understood  as  a  Daktyl  by  this  definition. 69 Pliny’s
discussion of keraunia lithoi, however, offers more intricate connections with the Idaian
Daktyloi  and  with  Pythagorean  concerns.  Pliny  divides  these  stones  into  two  types:
meteors that fall from heaven, and a rarer sort formed where lightning strikes the earth (
HN XXXVII, 135).70 The first are the more familiar in metallurgical history, ritual practice,
and  Cretan,  Greek  and  Levantine  traditions.  They  offer  potential,  if  hypothetical,
connections  with  the  Daktyloi  in  their  celestial  locations  and  their  metallurgical
inventions. Historical models and ancient names for iron emphasize the importance of
meteoric  sources  in  the  earliest  stages  of  iron’s  use.  Earlier  models  of  metallurgical
history suggest that meteoric iron was the first to be used for ornaments and tools. Texts
from Mari, Egypt, and Hittite archives refer to iron as a black stone from heaven, and
reflect elite, votive and ritual uses that correspond to archaeological finds in both Greek
and Levantine contexts, in which iron is limited to ritual and burial use.71 If the first iron
in human use were meteoric, the meteor would share the Daktyloi’s connection with the
discovery of iron. Neither this historical model, however, nor the ancient terminology for
iron, accurately reflect the archaeological evidence for the onset of the iron age. More
recent analyses of archaeological materials note that while meteoric iron was used from
an early time, the first iron artifacts are as likely to be telluric as meteoric.72 Sherratt
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proposes  that  these  celestial  names  placed  iron  firmly  within  the  province  of  the
theocratic  ruler  and elites,  who were thus  able  to  claim a  monopoly  on its  use  and
circulation.73 The relationship between the Daktyloi and the meteors is less direct than
these oriental etymologies; it may inform, however, the mythic and ritual contexts of
Zeus’ birth, and ritual celebration of Herakles Daktylos. 
25 Greek tradition links stones that drop from the sky to the myth of Zeus’ birth. These
traditions offer  light  on the semantics  of  the keraunia  lithos in the Cretan mysteries.
Stones  from heaven share  aniconic  form,primitivism,descent  from heaven,  prophetic
powers and animation with agrioi lithoi,baityloi and xoana.74 Pausanias reported that the
baityl at Delphi was considered the stone Kronos swallowed in Zeus’ stead (X, 24, 6); the
proverb “you ate a baityl” compares the gluttony of mortal diners to Kronos’ cannibalism,
and late antique authors define a baityl as the stone Kronos swallowed in the place of his
son.75 Pausanias  describes  an  agrios  lithos,  a  unworked  stone,  of  Zeus  Kappotas  that
purified Orestes of his madness. (III, 22, 1)76 Philo of Byblos describes the baitylos as a lithos
empsychos, invented by Ouranos, and one of the four sons of Ouranos was named Baitylos.
These are characterized by powers of prophecy and of animation. Damascius writes of
them as fallen meteors that  could move,  speak and tell  the future.77 The best  visual
evidence for the use of the baityl in cult comes from Phoenician coins from Sidon, Byblos,
Tyre and Cyprus; the derivation of the term from Hebrew beth-el, house of god, is at this
point nearly certain.78
26 Crete had a long tradition of aniconic lithic statues and demonstrates,  at Kommos, a
particular  receptivity  to  Levantine  customs  of  baityloi.  Archaeological  remains,
depictions of cult scenes on sealing rings, and clay models reflect the existence of pillar
cults in the Middle Minoan and Late Minoan palaces. Sacred caves in these periods yield
offerings ranging from terracotta figurines to gold double axes, given to stalagmites and
elaborate rock formations. Stalagtites have also been found in ritual settings outside of
caves, and Minoan seals show them placed on altars; figures approaching these altars are
depicted in attitudes of ecstasy, suggesting the presence of a divinity in the stone.79 The
Idaian cave includes rock formations that received cultic celebration of this sort.80 The
cave was the richest of Crete, with a particular abundance of orientalia starting in the 9th
and 8th centuries B.C.E. Pilgrims to the cave may have begun their trek from Kommos, a
coastal site from which Shaw has suggested travelers would begin their pilgrimage to the
sanctuary. A shrine with distinctly Phoenician architecture has been excavated at the
site, in which three baityloi received cultic offerings in the late 9th and 8th centuries B.C.E.
81
27 The keraunia lithos thus lies well within the familiar range of Greek ritual, Zeus’ cults,
Cretan tradition, the history of the Idaian cave and Phoenician rites as practiced on the
island.  The need for  purification was  equally  typical  for  the situation.  Catharsis  was
essential in initiations, mysteries, and encounters with the dead, among the key skills of
the goetes, and within the parameters of the Pythagorean sage, who purified his students
so they could advance in understanding. The only parallel for using meteoric stones as
instruments of  purifica tion,  however,  is  the lithos  agrios of  Zeus Kappotas,  mentioned
above.  Pliny’s  second type  of  keraunia  lithos suggests  both  material  and a  model  for
cathartic ritual more within the Greek norm (HN XXXVII, 135).Pliny notes that the magi
sought these stones with particular eagerness, and that they were found where lightning
had struck the earth. Authors from Homer onward report that the strike of lightning was
accompanied by the smell of sulphur.82 Sulphur was a common additive in purification by
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fumigation,  providing  an  acrid  smell  that  emphasized  the  change  wrought  by  the
performance of the ritual.83 Ancient etymological speculation derived the word sulphur,
theion, from theos, and suggested that its celestial origin in Zeus’ lightning was the source
of its purifying power.84 Lightning provides an image as well of purifying fire, which may
extend to the strike of lightning that creates this stone.85
28 The ambiguity of the keraunia lithos thus allows simultaneous reference to Greek, Cretan
and Phoenician ritual, and to the form of purification most connected with the celestial
spheres. The image also offers intricate connections with the myths and rituals of the
Daktyloi, whose inclusion in this context is Porphyry’s second departure from the norm.
Seductively literal relationships may be argued between the Daktyloi and a rock of iron,
sent from heaven. The celestial correspondences of the Idaian Daktyloi, discussed above
in connection with Androkydes, suggest that the meteor’s celestial origin is well within
the Daktyloi’s semantic range. Anaxagoras, the Presocratic philosopher of the 5th century
B.C.E., was said to have predicted the meteor of Aigospotamoi, based on his interest in
parallel  materials  in  heavenly  and  earthly  bodies.86 The  Daktyloi  could  provide  a
mythological  counterpart  for  his  theories,  as  well  as  for  Levantine  etymologies  that
emphasize  iron  in  the  sky.  The  Daktyloi  also  have  numerous  connections,  in  their
mythological  record,  with  celebration  of  divinities  in  archaic  or  aniconic  form.  The
xoanon the Argonauts construct for the Great Mother is one example; it assumes lithic
form in the celebrations of Cybele, on whom the Daktyloi often attend. A fragment of
Kallimachos connects Kelmis or a variant of his name, Skelmis, with the production of the
earliest aniconic statues. Wilamowitz has argued, in connection with this fragment, that
etymological parallels between Kelmis’ name and a Thracian term for carving knife also
reflect the association of the Daktyloi with statues at the point at which they moved from
unmodified,  naturally  occurring  forms  to  crafted  works.87 These  are  scattered
observations; Herakles Daktylos provides a single figure in whom traditions of animated
cult  images,  ritual  purification,  Levantine  antecedents,  and the  authority  of  the  goes
combine. 
 
Herakles Daktylos and magical stones
29 Herakles the Daktyl is an attendant on the great mother, a magician, and a healer; Cicero
notes that he was celebrated with offerings for the dead. (De natura deorum III, 16, 42)
Pausanias, citing sources as early as the Orphic Onomakritos of the 6th century B.C.E.,
reports his celebration in central Greece, Ionia, and the Peloponnesos, in the form of a
diminutive statue attending on the Great mother. His image opened and closed the doors
of  her  temple  in  Mykalessos  every  day.88 Pausanias  writes  that  the Peloponnesian
Herakles came from Crete, and that with him came four brothers whose names reflect
medical power:  Paionaios,  named for the physician of the gods;  Epimedes,  “skilled in
herbs;” Iasios, “the healer,” and Akesidas, “he who mends”.89 Diodorus Siculus reports
that the historical figure by this name was so skilled in goeteia, epoidai and teletai that the
women of the region made amulets in his honor even in Diodorus’ day (V, 64). Pausanias
describes another Herakles Daktylos, celebrated in Hyettos in Boiotia, as the same one
celebrated in Erythrae in Ionia and Tyre (IX, 27, 8). The sick would come to his temple to
be  cured;  Wilamowitz  proposed  that  this  Herakles  had assumed the  place  of  an  old
healing hero, possibly Trophonios or Amphiaraos.90 Pausanias describes the image of the
god as “not carefully carved, but of unwrought stone after the ancient fashion.” (IX, 24, 3)
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The region of  Hyettos  was particularly  rich in magnetite,  known in antiquity as  the
Herakleian stone, whose medicinal uses include the treatment of women’s ailments and
colic. Etienne and Knoepfler suggest that the stone that represented the god could have
been a large piece of this local stone, a cult statue offering healing powers analogous to
the amulets the Peloponnesian women made.91
30 The Tyrian Herakles to whom Pausanias equates this Boiotian was represented in a cult
statue of even more miraculous power (VII, 5, 5-9). The statue was very old, and made in
the Egyptian manner. Leaving its temple in Tyre one day, it placed itself on a raft and
travelled up the coast to cape Messate, equidistance between Erythrae and the island of
Chios. The cities quarreled over the rights to bring it to shore; the answer came from a
blind Erythrean fisherman named Phormion. He had a vision that the women of Erythrea
should cut their hair, which the men would form into a rope and use to drag the raft to
shore. The citizen women refused, but all of the Thracian women in the city, both slave
and free, complied. The Thracian women were honored in the cult with exclusive rights
to enter the Herakleion, and the rope of their hair held pride of place among the temple
offerings even in Pausanias’ time. The fisherman, for his service to the god, was cured of
his blindness.
31 There is little evidence of Phoenician activity in Erythrae to corroborate this story, and
none early enough to match the 9th to 7 th century B.C.E.  dates  that  Pausanias’  story
implies.92 As an aitiological tale, however, the story connects Herakles Daktylos with a
lithic form whose Phoenician resonances and healing powers recall Pythagoras’ initiation
on Ida, and whose animation, prophecy, and antiquity correspond to the historical type of
the meteoric cult image. By describing the statue as Egyptian, Pausanias suggests a Bes
figure, whose lion’s skin and warrior attitude approximate Herakles. Tzavellas-Bonnet et
al. have studied the translation of Bes into Melqart and Herakles on Cyprus. 93 Herakles
Daktylos offered an iconographic and functional type appropriate for the translation, as
he maintains the healing and apotropaic force of Bes through his status as a goes, master
of amulets, and special protector of women. The behavior of the statue emphasizes the
Phoenician type of stones from heaven capable of animation and prophecy. The vision
sent to the blind man demonstrates the prophetic powers traditionally associated with
the baityloi,  and with the cave of Zeus and the Kouretes;  the restoration of his sight
suggests the healing that characterized this Herakles and his medical brothers. The rope
of  hair  is  a  familiar  element  in Phoenician religion,  and a  striking parallel  with the
women who pulled Cybele’s meteor to shore in Rome.94 That only the Thracian women
responded to the statue’s demands may reflect the traditional Phoenician origins of the
Herakles cult on Thasos; they may have recognized, in this migrating stone, a familiar
divine Phoenician type.95 Pausanias’ statement that the Erythrean, Tyrian and Boiotian
Herakles  Daktylos  were  the  same  brings  this  statue  into  the  semantic  realm of  the
Hyettan cult statue and its healing powers. The healing powers of Herakles’ stone offer
the closest functional parallel to the purification of Porphyry’s keraunia lithos, as catharsis
was key to both healing and initiation. 
32 Herakles Daktylos thus provides ancient evidence of the semiotic and ritual range of a
keraunia lithos informing the celebrations of a Daktyl. Porphyry’s combination of the two
is  not  merely  his  authorial  invention,  but  manifests  patterns  of  association  that  go
beyond his immediate story. The Daktyloi and this stone evoke a complex range of ritual
powers including prophecy, animation, and healing, drawing on Phoenician, Cretan and
Greek types.  They locate the imagery in the historical  circumstances of  Crete,  where
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Daktyloi were at home and stones were frequent objects of worship. Both Porphyry and
Androkydes,  in their observations on the Idaian Daktyloi,  suggest  less a Pythagorean
innovation in the employment of the daimones, than how thoroughly integrated they
were  into  the  landscape  of  Greek  ritual  practice.  Both  also  suggest  that  from  the
Pythagorean perspective, the Daktyloi’s most semiotically useful iron was celestial rather
than telluric. The ritual usefulness of the Idaian Daktyloi is less to be discovered in the
search for missing smiths, than in their integration into the intellectual systems of those
who wrote of them. 
 
Conclusion: Attribution, evolution, and an
anthropology of technology
33 Lemonnier  advises  that  technological  sema are  vital  less  for  their  snapshot  of
technological history than for their placement of that technology within other cultural
systems of meaning.96 Pherekydes’ statements on the Idaian Daktyloi invite consideration
of  these  daimones  against  the  intellectual  models  of  the  Pythagorean tradition.  The
exercise suggests that the Daktyloi offered cosmological and professional models for the
Presocratic  sages,  and recommends the authorship of  Pherekydes of  Syros  above his
Athenian counterpart for this problematic fragment. It offers as well a new perspective
on the larger puzzle of the magician smith within the Greek tradition. Investigations to
date have proceeded from an a priori assumption of the relevance of the Daktyloi for
ancient  smiths;  with  this  assumption  has  come  an  unexamined  application  of
evolutionary and survivalistic models that obscure the sophistication of the daimones as
an intellectual type. Consideration of the use of the image, rather than its real-world
referent,  reveals  that  the  Daktyloi  were  a  far  more  flexible  image  than  models  of
compensatory magic, or survival of superstitions, have suggested. They, their metal, and
their  ritual  power  are  intricately  connected  within  magical  practice,  mystery  cult,
cosmological  structures,  mythic  tradition,  and  Cretan  history.  They  emerge  less  as
fragmented  oddities  than  as  cogent  images  functioning  in  numerous  cultural  and
semiotic systems. How, or if, ancient smiths found use for the Daktyloi, we may never
know. Their words enter the written record but little, and no archaeological evidence
suggests dedications or performances of the smiths in the daimones’ honor. The demon ‐
strable vitality of the Daktyloi within the Pythagorean tradition, however, counters the
assumption that absence from the canon is a sign of insignificance, and suggests that
unexamined  investigative  models  may  limit  our  understanding  as  much  as  the
fragmentary quality of the data itself.
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ABSTRACTS
Classical studies of the Idaian Daktyloi rely on evolutionary and survivalist models which assume
prehistoric  smiths  as  the  locus  of  their  meaning.  More  recent  anthropologies  of  technology
evaluate technological symbols for their integration of technology into the intellectual, ritual,
historical  and economic structures of the subject culture.  A fragmenta incerta of Pherekydes
affords a testing-ground for this approach to the Daktyloi. The investigation reveals adaptability
and integration into Pythagorean tradition,  magical  practice,  and Cretan history.  This  offers
more  cogent  reasons  for  the  daimones’  longevity  than  previous  models,  and  corrects  the
assumption that a fragmentary record reflects cultural insignificance.
Les  études  classiques  sur  les  Dactyles  idéens  se  fondent  sur  des  modèles  évolutionnistes  qui
donnent  sens  à  ces  figures  en  les  associant  à  des  forgerons  préhistoriques.  Des  approches
anthropologiques récentes évaluent les symboles technologiques en fonction de l’intégration de
la  technologie  qu’ils  opèrent  dans  les  structures  intellectuelles,  rituelles,  historiques  et
économiques de la culture étudiée. Un fragment incertain de Phérécyde offre une possibilité de
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tester cette approche des Dactyles.  L’étude révèle une adaptabilité et une intégration dans la
tradition  pythagoricienne,  dans  la  pratique  magique  et  l’histoire  crétoise.  Cela  permet
d’expliquer la longévité de ces daimones de manière plus convaincante que ne le faisaient les
modèles  précédents,  et  cela  corrige  l’affirmation  qu’un  témoignage  fragmentaire  n’a  pas  de
signification culturelle.
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